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Furniture by Weese and Baldwin

Outdoor living, as a characteristic and increasing feature of American life, has given designers many new problems to solve and has resulted in the creation of many new types of furniture. The designs of Weese and Baldwin, whose competition drawing is shown on page 33, reflect the informal and cheerful character of this outdoor activity. Many of the pieces shown in this drawing have been produced. The tea wagon (below) is made of tubular steel, rolls smoothly over lawns and terraces on its pneumatic tires, and has removable trays and a wicker basket. A variation of the spring steel chair shown in the lower right hand corner of the drawing is also being produced by a manufacturer.
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"A TWO-STORY BOX FOR LONG LIFE"

Andy Moore, ASLA, graduate, is an associate of the architect in charge of the design. He is responsible for the overall concept and the details of the house. The house is a two-story structure with a single floor plan that provides for maximum flexibility and adaptability. The materials used are a combination of concrete, steel, and glass, which give the house a modern, clean look.

The house is designed to be energy-efficient and sustainable. The roof is solar-powered, and the building is oriented to take advantage of natural light and heating. The interior is open-plan, with large windows that allow for plenty of natural light and ventilation. The space is divided into several areas, each with its own function, but they are all connected through a central open space.

The architects also emphasize the importance of the connection between the interior and exterior spaces. The backyard is designed to be an extension of the living area, with a patio and a pool that can be accessed from the house.

In conclusion, the house is a modern, sustainable, and energy-efficient structure that provides a comfortable and functional living space. It is a testament to the importance of design and planning in creating a beautiful and practical home.
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Preserving The Loop
Elevated late 1970s

Let’s spare Chicago’s splendid ‘L’

ONE may travel from Evanston to Loop stations without setting foot on the street. One can work in the Merchandise Mart and shop at Marshall Field & Co., without descending an elevator in the middle of winter.

Walsh Avenue is still a high-priced shopping street, because of or despite of the presence of the ‘L’. Walsh Avenue is also one of the greatest streets in the world for3ynding; as pedestrians can dart behind ‘L’ pillars on their way through traffic.

It is ironic that, while the opinions of a few businessmen and politicians are causing the shut off of the ‘L’ to Away in Chicago, there is a rebirth of elevated train structures in other cities. In a contemporary phrase, they’re called “people movers,” and some cities use them as the salvation of their downtown areas.

They have been effectively used at the airports at Dallas-Ft. Worth and at Tampa, Florida. The city features an elevated train system. It goes right through the hotel lobby. Every world’s fair since 1933 has had it constructed.

And in Dallas, a new elevated train 30 miles long is being constructed. People seem to like to ride near the sun.

In Minneapolis and Cincinnati, upper level passageways for pedestrians abound.

Much can be done to preserve, renovate, and renew Chicago’s present L structure. Oil, corroded iron, and rust can be replaced and the structure glazed like a greenhouse to make it more visible. Rail ties could be stripped of rust, the tracks and girders could be painted a rusting United Parcel Brown. They would look like new.

Case may be made for opening up the vista in the Art Institute by creating one station house and putting its exits and entrances on an easing along below the tracks, providing the best of both worlds.

For the hand-highplanned, in the future when the entire system is made accessible to them, access to ‘L’ platforms could be arranged through adjoining buildings.

Noise will be reduced and practically eliminated by the next generation of vehicles, which will run on steel rails and have divided sides and sound-absorbent, rubber-mounted car bodies.

The Loop elevated: After billions of passengers, useful still.
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